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Davis Furniture is pleased to announce the launch of its product offering on the Configura Extension Technology platform 

– CET for Commercial Interiors. This state-of-the-art software streamlines the design, specification and ordering process 

allowing furniture sales reps, dealers and designers to utilize this centralized platform throughout the entire furniture 

specification process. 

Now featuring almost 70 Davis products on the CET platform and many additional products soon to be introduced, Davis 

Furniture has organized its offering into five categories. These categories correlate with the product navigation sections 

featured within their recently launched website, including Chairs / Seating, Tables, Storage, Outdoor and Elements. Thus, 

allowing for easy user navigation between CET and the Davis website. 

Eliminating the challenges caused by manual specification and order entry, the CET platform allows users to choose from a 

wide variety of FF&E products within the contract furniture industry. Smart-symbol technology and intuitive workflow enable 

users to easily select the options needed to make a final, accurate specification. This platform presents every product 

feature from base and shell to upholstery and finishes details, guiding users as they make selections for each design aspect 

before submitting a PO to Davis Furniture. Furthermore, CET allows for instantaneous quote generation, including list pricing 
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for each piece of furniture which conveniently adjusts depending on the current options selected for that furniture piece 

and setting. This process greatly limits errors and increases ease of specification and order entry for the user and Davis.  

 

“As the industry transforms, we seek to observe trends and evolve our company. This strategy manifests itself not only 

through our product offering but also through engaging with the technologies that allow our sales reps, dealers and design 

community to specify Davis Furniture more effectively. We believe joining CET is a big step towards the future of furniture 

specification at Davis Furniture.”  – Danny Davis, CEO, Davis Furniture 

 

Through CET, users can also pair multiple products in the software to create fully developed furniture settings, thus allowing 

users to explore what products pair best while also creating detailed 2D and 3D floor plans and renderings. CET also supports 

import and export features for Revit, AutoCAD, SketchUp, pCon and ProjectMatrix, making it effortless for users to 

collaborate with architects, contractors and other design professionals. Rendering settings within the platform allow users 

to create photo-realistic images, fly-through videos, 3D PDFs and 360-degree renderings from these configurations for 

specification packages and client presentations.  

 

Davis Furniture is proud to have joined this state-of-the-art platform and is already working on adding more products and 

configurations in the future to continue improving the specification experience.  

 

“We believe design is about choice, and our broad range of product options reflect that thinking. From the vast assortment 

of design features to our unique finish options, CET allows users to obtain all those options in a streamlined and centralized 

platform. This technology improves user workflow as they select a design, present it to their client and then place the order 

accurately. CET is a game-changer for our clients and us as we take ideas from concept to production.”  

– Jeffrey Rosner, VP of Sales, Davis Furniture 

 

Founded in 1944, Davis Furniture is a leading voice in the contract furniture industry focused on placing Design at the center 

of every initiative while looking to the future of the workplace. Davis offers cutting-edge, innovative and aesthetically 

pleasing products designed and manufactured to benefit the functionality of the user and the interior. This fourth-

generation, family-operated company continues to maintain the highest corporate integrity, a devoted loyalty to its 

customers and a never-ending dedication to design. 
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